Dear Todd,
Thank you for taking time to attend our recent meeting and being our featured speaker.
I am truly glad that a friend of mine, and one of our group members, heard you one late night
and encouraged me to begin listening to you. It was one of those chance happenings. My friend
was having a sleepless night and tuned into Freedom 95.9 when sleep eluded her.
She was so impressed and excited about your show she called the next day just to talk to me
about it. She told me she had heard this new guy named Todd Huff on the radio and that I
needed to start listening to him and invite him to speak at one of our meetings. After a few
persistent queries from her over a period of a few weeks she finally wore me down and I
followed up on her suggestion to tune into your show. After listening, I too was sold and
immediately contacted you to invite you to speak to our group.
It was indeed a pleasure to find a fresh, new, conservative radio voice and especially nice that
you are local. I want to share some of the thoughts and comments my friend shared with me
that impressed her so much with you and your show. I think she says it all.
“I really like Todd’s sincere and insightful approach to the issues. His thoughts and stance on
current political issues are respectful, open-minded with a sincere tone. He proudly holds
traditional American core values and boldly strives to promote, preserve and defend them – I
believe these values represent the majority of Hoosiers in Central Indiana. I really like the
way he holds the audiences attention. He speaks in a very thoughtful -and thought provoking
manner - both on air and in person!! Todd Huff takes me back to the good old conservative
Midwestern roots I grew up with--having family around the kitchen table to share a meal and
caring, common sense conversation on the day. Todd is a breath of fresh air! ”
So Todd thank you for deciding to follow your dreams to become a conservative radio voice and
share your talents on air and thank you to Freedom 95.9 for broadcasting your show.
Best Regards and Much Success
Rick Barr

